
The Players’ Tribune x NFLPA One Day Masterclass
DATE: TBD (ONE DAY VIRTUAL)
START & END TIME: EXACT TIMING IS TBD, PLEASE ALLOT ONE FULL DAY 
Participants: 5-7 Athletes

ABOUT THE PLAYERS’ TRIBUNE |
The Players’ Tribune, TPT, is an online sports media platform who has
developed the blueprint for
athlete-driven storytelling. Developed by
athletes for athletes, The Players’ Tribune
brings together the athlete voice with the
power of trusted and authentic
narratives. By giving athletes premium
tools and resources to create truly
personal content and tell their stories,
The Players’ Tribune is reimagining the
world of sports and culture globally,
through the player’s point of view.
Athletes, coaches, and creatives have
contributed to the platform through
impactful video, audio and written content, inspiring millions through sharing
their truth.

MASTERCLASS OVERVIEW |
This year, TPT has developed a new hybrid version of their Players’ Internship
Program to meet the needs of the busy athlete. Come along as the team at TPT
brings you through the lifecycle of content creation all while in the comfort of
your own home (or any location of your choosing!). This one day, virtual
masterclass allows athletes to hear from the experts of key departments at
TPT, with the hope that athletes will learn more about themselves and their
interests while engaging with the TPT brand. Athletes will be encouraged to
ask questions throughout the day and engage with the employees of TPT and
their peers. Post masterclass, if Athletes should be interested in learning more
and engaging with TPT, a job shadow or longer internship can be discussed.

WHAT TO EXPECT |
This one day Masterclass will include (6) 1HR presentations with key
departments at TPT. Athletes will be taken through the lifecycle of original
content created by TPT and the process at which it’s ideated and created. Each
TPT team will spend time introducing themselves and their roles while
presenting an overview of what their department is responsible for and how it
fits into the content life cycle. Each meeting will have the first 30-45min of
presentation time, with the last 15-30min dedicated to a Q&A. At the close of



the programming, athletes will be given the opportunity to reflect and share
their own thoughts and ideas based off what they have learned throughout
the day.
Key Departments will include (subject to change):
● Athlete & Brand Marketing
● Original Content & Podcasting
● Editorial
● Branded Content, Sales & Integrated Marketing
● Sales & Integrated Marketing
● Publishing, Social Media & Visual Content

PREPARATION & NEEDS |
● TPT will provide a detailed schedule prior to the masterclass with details of

each meeting and who the athletes will be meeting with
● Athletes are encouraged to review material that will be provided prior to

the masterclass such as TPT Editorial pieces, podcasts and more.
● Laptop or phone with access to Zoom
● Quiet place to listen and participate




